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big on 
broadway 

SPLENDOUR MEETS SIMPLICITY ACROSS AN 
AMBITIOUS HOUSING PROJECT

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ROBERT LOWELL | TEXT BY KENNETH THEXEIRA

The Italian Calacatta marble fireplace is a 17 feet long monolith, magnified by concealing its summit within the 
drop ceiling above.
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A midst the bright lights of Broadway lies this lavish four-

apartment housing project- modern living spaces adapted 

to New York’s new upbeat generation, while allowing the building 

to proudly remind others of its industrial origin. Helming the 

interior design was Escobar Design by Lemay, fronted by one of 

the foremost interior experts, Andres Escobar.

    Originally an industrial warehouse built in 1867, the building 

now includes three lofts spread over its first two floors, topped 

with a penthouse featuring a private terrace. Decked in white, 

the building’s original architecture is brilliantly preserved. The 

purity of its white penetrates the building, spreading inside and 

flowing across walls, floors and ceilings.      
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Wide open areas, lighted drop ceilings and clear, bright tones gracefully accentuate the spaciousness.
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Colossal windows and a well situated mirror subtly amplify the muted distinction of the dining space.
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ABOVE: Seizing attention, the impressive Italian mosaic mural features a 
typical New York scene with skyscrapers and yellow taxis, an entirely 
custom design by Escobar and his team, created by SICIS.

constraints. Kitchens are equipped with Miele and Sub-Zero 

appliances within quality custom designed Italian Cabinets. 

The master bathrooms are dressed in Calacatta marble 

and textured Porcelenosa Cubica tiles, featuring an overflow 

bathtub, ceiling concealed faucets and a television 

emitting mirror.

      Lastly, the Creston automation system is a cutting-edge 

control- lighting, music, heat, air conditioning, security,- from 

a singular source. These apartments are hence utility 

device-free, amplifying the magnificent streamlined modern 

areas- it is ambitious and bombast luxury married with a 

solemn and timeless simplicity.

      Used gracefully throughout the lofts to fully accentuate 

spaciousness are wide open areas, height-emphasising lit 

drop ceilings, colossal windows and clear, bright tones. The 

Italian Calacatta marble fireplace is the undisputed focal and 

conversation piece; the 17 feet long monolith strikes a fine 

balance between splendour and sobriety.

      The fireplace is further magnified by its summit’s 

concealment in the drop ceiling above- an expert 

architectural technique that skilfully wraps and embeds the 

fireplace, allocating it an illusion of infinite height.

      Subtly found within the apartments’ features, is a notion 

of continuity, albeit intently associated with an absence of 

SAY YOU SAW IT IN DECORATIONS
Escobar Design by Lemay, www.lemayonline.com 

OPPOSITE PAGE_TOP: High quality custom designed Italian cabinetry 
characterise the kitchens, complementing the sleek white tones and the 
stylish and textured marble backsplash. | Calacatta marble and textured 
Porcelenosa Cubica tiles permeate dollops of grandiosity and laidback luxe 
within the master bathrooms.
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